2001 ford taurus starter
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dependable brand for your electrical system's starter, trust Bosch. Bosch's line of OE quality
replacement starter is specially engineered to work like the primary item that came mounted on
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this just a few days ago and installed it on my Mercury Sable. It came in a sealed box and
bubbled wrapped. It had a tech bulletin card and provided instructins to cut and splice wire.
Purchased on Jul 23, Jun 21, Starter replacement straightforward and vendor covered all the
bases. Worked like a charm. Robert Taylor. Purchased on Jun 21, Jun 13, Purchased on Nov 07,
Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Electricity then flows from the battery, through the
starter relay, and to the starter solenoid. Bad Starter Solenoid Symptoms Although you may
have heard of a starter solenoid, you might not know what the part actually does. Basically, the
starter solenoid is an electromechanical device that engages the starter motor. Most starter
solenoids are mounted directly on top of the starter. The Starting System Because batteries
emit hydrogen gas while charging, the battery case cannot be completely sealed. Years ago
there was a vent cap for each cell and we had to replenish the cells when the electrolyte
evaporated. If your engine cranks normally but does not start, the starter motor is not to blame.
Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement. A bad starter relay on your Ford vehicle will prevent the necessary
electrical power from reaching the starter motor; fail to cut off power; or keep the motor from
starting at all. Fortunately, all Ford models have a remote relay near the battery, which makes it
easy and convenient for troubleshooting. This guide will help you determine whether the starter
relay on your Ford has gone bad, using a jumper wire and a multimeter. Disable the ignition
system. If your Ford comes equipped with a distributor, unplug the ignition coil from the
distributor, and ground it to the engine with a jumper wire. If your vehicle is not equipped with a
distributor, you can remove the fuel pump relay or fuse for these tests. Have a helper turn the
ignition key to "Start. If not, make sure there is a good connection at the control circuit wire on
the relay; this is the small wire on the terminal marked with an "S. If you hear a good click, skip
to Step 4. Connect a jumper wire from the positive battery terminal to the "S" terminal on the
relay. Ask your assistant to turn the ignition key to "Start. If there is a weak or chattering click,
or no sound at all, make sure all the connections on the relay are clean and tight. The relay
mounting bracket should make good contact with the vehicle body. If all the connections are
clean and tight, yet the starter relay still does not work, then replace the relay. Check the
voltage drop on each cable connection at the starter relay. Touch the probes of a multimeter on
both sides of the same connection at the relay. The positive probe on your meter should always
be on the side of the connection leading to the positive side of the electrical current. Ask your
helper to again turn the ignition key to "Start. If you still read a high voltage drop, replace the
relay. Unplug the wire at the "S" terminal on the relay. Check the resistance between the
terminal and the relay mounting bracket using the multimeter. If there is more than 5 ohms
between these two points, clean the mounting bracket. If you still read a high resistance,
replace the relay. Check for incoming voltage at the relay "S" terminal. Connect the red probe of
your multimeter to the relay terminal and the black probe to a good ground such as a metal
bracket or bolt attached to the engine block or cylinder head. Ask your helper to turn the
ignition key to "Start. If your voltmeter still registers no voltage, replace the relay. Since Dan
Ferrell has contributed general and consumer-oriented news to television and the Web. His
work has appeared in Texas, New Mexico and Miami and on various websites. Step 1 Disable
the ignition system. Step 2 Have a helper turn the ignition key to "Start. Step 3 Connect a
jumper wire from the positive battery terminal to the "S" terminal on the relay. Step 4 Check the
voltage drop on each cable connection at the starter relay. Step 5 Unplug the wire at the "S"
terminal on the relay. Haynes; Jumper wire An assistant Multimeter. Six problems related to
starter have been reported for the Ford Taurus. The most recently reported issues are listed
below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford Taurus based on
all problems reported for the Taurus. The contact states there is recall NHTSA campaign 04v
concerning the front coil springs; the vehicle was repaired by the previous owner according to
the recall. Now, the contact has the same problem, which was affecting the rear coils springs. It
was repaired at the contact's expense. When placing key in the ignition, the vehicle will not
start. This happened intermittently. Sometimes it would not start whatsoever. Vehicle had to be

towed to dealer once. On 3 separate occasions the vehicle would not start at the dealership.
Dealer said the first incident was a faulty starter, but after a couple of weeks this problem
happened again even after starter was replaced. In this process of back and forth to dealer on 4
different times there was several repairs of starter, sensor, computer board, and some other
electronic component and these all stemmed from placing key in the ignition and the vehicle
would not start. Dealer said this was ignition and starter related. This is still a problem. Dealer
business manager has extended the warranty. The vehicle will start back up, but the consumer
has to shake and turn the steering wheel. This has been a problem for over a year. Consumer
has taken the car to the dealership, but the dealership can not find cause of the problem. The
problem is intermittent. That is why the dealership can not seem to find the problem. The car
has been in the shop 3 times. First time the starter was changed. The problem still exists. The
consumer has not contacted Ford motors. The dealership has told the consumer to bring back
the car so they can examine the vehicle again. Slow speeds and turning are when the vehicle is
stalling out. The consumer does not think that the motor is the problem, that is an electrical
problem. When key is turned to start engine ignition switch will not return to the number 4
position. Vehicle checked by dealer, who advised consumer that it is suppose to work that way.
Consumer stated the starter blew up, the brakes were inoperative, the transmission does not
shift properly, the windows were inoperative. The dealer refused to remedy the problem. Car
Problems. Starter problem 1. Starter problem 2. Starter problem 3. Starter problem 4. Starter
problem 5. Starter problem 6. Other Electrical System related problems of the Ford Taurus.
Electrical System problems Electrical System problems. Ignition problems. Wiring problems.
Instrument Panel problems. Battery problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Horn Assembly
problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Dash Wiring problems. The starter occasionally makes
a loud high-pitch noise when attempting to start. It does not appear to be a belt and stops when
the engine is running. Car was taken to a transmission shop who claimed to have checked the
entire flex plate and said it was OK. They stated the starter motor was bad. This was replaced
including the solenoid but the problem still exists. I checked the flex plat but only a single spot didn't turn the trans and it looked fine. Only a very small amount of shavings inside the old
starter housing. I did notice that the battery cable had corrosion on it. I am told that the problem
happens more frequently when very cold outside. Do you. Hello Thanks for the donation. It
sounds like it might be a defective starter drive or a broken tooth on flywheel. To test, you can
try to turn the engine manually large socket on crankshaft to see if it will start. If it does,
problem is probably broken tooth. If not then the problem is probably a bad starter drive. Hope
this helps. Thanks for using 2carpros. Was this answer. A follow-up question. If the
transmission shop truly checked the entire circumference of the fly wheel as they claimed I am
skeptical , then it would imply that the replacement starter motor is also bad. What is actually
going on in the bad starter? Does it simply not have the strength to engage the fly wheel? Or is
something spinning inside the starter motor? Something else? If the bendix drive motor is
faulty then it will spin the starter normally, but will not engage flywheel. However, since this was
replaced, it should be ruled out as the solution here. I have seen rare that new elec.
Components such as the starter, will not work properly, even being brand new out of box. I'm
assuming you just had your starter rebuilt? So perhaps the problem does still lie with the
bendix of the starter. You may want to add a shim to the starter. If grinding occurs after placing
in a shim, you need to bring your starter closer. Please login or register to post a reply. The
Problem Is Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Has the battery been tested? The
starter tested? Are the terminals on the battery clean no corrosion? Starter relay or bad battery
cables having too much resistance to crank the engine. If relay is good replace both battery
cables that run to battery. Valerie answered 5 years ago. The car is just going to start with the
door left open for ten minutes and the key off. Ppl are having issues that cost them money and I
can't believe I'm reading that post. I worked in a diesel shop for 7 yrs. Never heard such bull.
Just replaced the starter on my wife's Tauus. It only has k on it. If she tried to start it real soon
after driving, it wouldn't start. After sitting for an hour or so, it would fire right up. Sounded like
a charging problem, so I pulled the alternator and had it tested. Test said it was fine. Next, tried
to charge the battery because I wasn't even getting a click when turning the key. Checked and
cleaned all connections. Replaced the starter relay. Again, nothing. Pulled the starter, replaced
it, fired right up. Never - ever - had one where the solonoild didn't click. Just weird. The starter
wasn't cheap, either. Started not starting after it had been driven, now it won't even start. Not
even a clicking sound. Battery has been checked, it is good. I have lights and all power. Dead
silence when My car has started not restarting after I have turned it off after driving it. What
could be causing this? Hi i am having trouble 96 Ford Taurus. The battery died on me , so i
checked alternator and it was fried. I changed it and put battery back on. It died again. Three
alternators later we were still f I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not

endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Ford Taurus question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Ford Taurus Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. If your Ford 3. I'll show you how to test the starter
motor while it's still in the car or mini-van in 2 easy tests. You don't need any expensive testing
or diagnostics equipment to follow the step-by-step test instructions. All you'll need will be a
multimeter, a jack and some jack stands. This Ford starter motor article applies to quite a few
Ford, Lincoln and Mercury 3. Just a reminder: The info presented here is for an On-Car Test of
your starter motor. The photos, of the starter motor, I'm using show it out of the vehicle, this is
just to explain the test a little easier. On your vehicle, do not remove the starter motor to test it
per the instructions presented here. Before you start the starter motor tests, it's important that
the battery in your vehicle be completely charged, since a discharged battery can give you the
false impression that the starter motor is the one causing the Does Not Crank Condition. Also,
the battery posts and terminals must be clean! If they're dirty full of corrosion , they could also
be the cause behind your 'no-crank' condition. One last thing: you'll need to access the starter
motor from underneath your car or pick-up or mini-van. So, you'll need to raise it up with a jack.
Please use jack stands to hold the vehicle up in the air for the duration of the starter motor
tests. Do no trust the jack at all! Think and breathe safety and take all necessary safety
precautions. With the red multimeter test lead, probe the S terminal of the starter motor
solenoid. Hold the red multimeter test lead in this position for the duration of this test. In case
you're wondering which one is the S terminal. This is the smaller of the three studs on the
starter solenoid. To this stud, is attached the wire circuit that delivers the Start Crank signal
from the ignition switch enlarge the photo in the image viewer, the orange arrow points to this S
terminal. Now, Ground the black multimeter test lead. You can accomplish this by touching with
the black multimeter test lead a clean and rust-free spot on the engine or on the vehicle frame.
Here's a suggestion: It may hard to near impossible to find a clean and rust-free spot
underneath your vehicle, so my suggestion to you is to use a jump start cable to Ground the
multimeter test lead to a good Ground spot on the engine from the top of the vehicle or directly
on the battery negative - terminal. When you're ready, have your helper to crank the engine.
Your starter motor won't turn over the engine, of course, but this is what the test requires. What
you're doing here is verifying that the ignition switch and the transmission neutral safety switch
are OK and delivering the Start signal to the starter motor solenoid's S terminal. Your
multimeter is going to register one of two results: Either 10 to 12 Volts DC or no voltage at all.
Alright, let's interpret the results of this test. This test result confirms that both the ignition
switch and the neutral safety switch on the transmission are working beautifully. You could
stop here and declare the starter motor as bad and replace it. This result lets you know that the
starter motor on your Ford car, or pick-up, or mini-van is not the cause of the problem. Here's
why: Without the Start signal from the ignition switch, the starter motor will not activate to start
cranking the engine. Or if the ignition switch is good and sending the Start Signal, but the
neutral safety switch is not completing the circuit, for this Start Signal to reach the starter motor
solenoid, the starter motor will not crank the engine. Although this article does not cover how to
test the ignition switch or the neutral safety switch, you have at least eliminated the starter
motor as bad on your 3. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from
qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps
support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the
problem! Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: 3. Applies To:. Ford
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Ford Taurus Starter Customer Reviews. Sep 12, Works Great!!!! Purchased on Aug 29, Jul 03, I
bought this just a few days ago and installed it on my Mercury Sable. It came in a sealed box
and bubbled wrapped. It had a tech bulletin card and provided instructins to cut and splice wire.

Purchased on Jul 23, Jun 21, Starter replacement straightforward and vendor covered all the
bases. Worked like a charm. Robert Taylor. Purchased on Jun 21, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. To understand the clicking noise, you first need to know how a typical,
modern starting system works. When you turn the key or push the button to start the engine, a
control module or the ignition switch energizes the starter relay. A typical starting circuit. You
might be surprised to find out how many issues can potentially prevent your car from starting.
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